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Waterloo� Ontario

Abstract� This paper presents a simple logic�model
semantics for Software Cost Reduction �SCR� soft�
ware requirements� Such a semantics enables model�
checking of native SCR requirements and obviates
the need to transform the requirements for analysis�
The paper also proposes modal�logic abbreviations for
expressing conditioned events in temporal�logic for�
mulae� The Symbolic Model Veri�er �SMV� is used
to verify that an SCR requirements speci�cation en�
forces desired global requirements� expressed as for�
mulae in the enhanced logic� The properties of a small
system �an automobile cruise control system� are ver�
i�ed� including an invariant property that could not
be veri�ed previously� The paper concludes with a
discussion of how other requirements notations for
conditioned�event�driven systems could be similarly
checked�

Keywords� Reactive Systems� Software Require�
ments� Formal Semantics� Model Checking�

� Introduction

Precise notations have been developed to specify un�
ambiguous requirements� The use of these notations
helps to ensure that the requirements designer consid�
ers and documents all cases of appropriate system be�
havior� Of these notations� the Software Cost Reduc�
tion �SCR� notation ��� ��� ���� Statecharts �	�� and
the Requirements State Machine Language �RSML�
��
� notation have received considerable attention be�
cause they have been used to specify the software re�
quirements of large� real�world applications �the A�	E
aircraft� the avionics system for the Lavi �ghter air�
craft� and the Tra�c Alert and Collision Avoidance
System �TCAS�� respectively�� While there are many

�This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engi�
neering Research Council under grant OGP��������

syntactic and semantic dierences among these nota�
tions� all three were developed to specify conditioned�
event�driven� reactive systems� such systems are con�
trolled by events conditioned on the values of other
system variables�

A previously proposed technique ��� for model check�
ing conditioned�event�driven software requirements en�
tails transforming the requirements into an �equivalent�
Moore machine representation ���� and analyzing this
alternate representation using the MCB model checker
�
�� The Moore machine representation does not accu�
rately model the semantics of SCR conditioned events�
As a result� the technique is not complete� some prop�
erties of the speci�cation may not be veri�able�

This paper demonstrates how SCR software require�
ments can be translated into logic formulae that en�
code a temporal logic model� Such a logic model can
be analyzed with the Symbolic Model Veri�er �SMV�
��� ���� which determines whether a set of Computa�
tional Tree Logic �CTL� ��� formulae are modeled by
the logic model� The paper also introduces modal logic
abbreviations for representing SCR conditioned events
in CTL formulae�

Properties of an existing SCR requirements speci�
�cation �for an automobile cruise control system� are
expressed as formulae in the extended logic and are ver�
i�ed with respect to the system�s SCR software require�
ments using the SMV model checker� This speci�cation
was analyzed previously� using the state�based analy�
sis approach mentioned above� Symbolic analysis of
the system reveals the same discrepancies between the
systems� properties and requirements as were revealed
using the state�based approach� and the same correc�
tions to the requirements resolves the discrepancies� In
addition� the symbolic analysis is able to successfully
specify and verify a system invariant of the cruise con�
trol speci�cation that could not be veri�ed using the
state�based approach�

The paper concludes with a discussion of how other
requirements notations for conditioned�event�driven
systems could be analyzed symbolically�

�



� Operational Semantics of SCR

Before describing a logic�model semantics for the
SCR requirements notation� let us �rst review its oper�
ational semantics� The SCR requirements notation was
developed by a research group at the Naval Research
Laboratory as part of a general Software Cost Reduc�
tion project ��� ���� A complete SCR requirements
speci�cation describes behavioral� functional� precision�
and timing requirements of the software system under
development� The logic and logic�model semantics pre�
sented in this paper are for analysis of behavioral re�
quirements only�

��� SCR Behavioral Requirements

An SCR requirements speci�cation models a system�
to�be�developed as a set of conditioned�event�driven�
state�transition machines� The machines� environment
is abstracted as a set of monitored state variables and
controlled state variables ���� �	�� Monitored variables
model environment phenomena that aect the behav�
ior of the machines� whereas controlled variables model
environment phenomena that are controlled �i�e�� mod�
i�ed� by the machines� For example� a thermostat that
regulates the air temperature of a room would have
monitored variables for the temperature setting� the ac�
tual room�temperature� and the position of the On�O
switch� and it would have controlled variables for the
power switches of the furnace and air conditioner�
The input language of each machine is a set of condi�

tioned events� A condition is a predicate on monitored
variables� a primitive event is a change in the value of a
condition� and a conditioned event is a primitive event
whose occurrence depends on the values of other con�
ditions ����� Let conditions SwitchIsOn and TooCold
represent the predicates �On�O switch � On� and
�RealTemp � �SetTemp���C��� respectively� Primi�
tive events �T�SwitchIsOn� and �F�SwitchIsOn�
represent condition SwitchIsOn becoming true and be�
coming false� respectively� Conditioned event

�T�TooCold� WHEN �SwitchIsOn�

describes the event of condition TooCold becoming true
while condition SwitchIsOn remains true� Formally�
conditioned event �T�TooCold� WHEN �SwitchIsOn�
occurs at time t if and only if primitive event
�T�TooCold� occurs at time t and condition SwitchI�
sOn is true for some non�zero interval of time leading
upto and including time t ����� In the above event�

�SCR semantics actually propose three de�nitions for a con�
ditioned event occurrence and allow the requirements designer to
decide which de�nition best suits each event 	�
� For a given con�
ditioned event �T�C� WHEN 	C�
� if primitive event �T�C�
occurs at time t� then the conditioned event occurs at time t if
and only if there exists a time interval ��� such that

� C� is true throughout closed interval 	t��� t
� or
� C� is true throughout interval 	t� t��
� or

TooCold is called the triggering event and SwitchIsOn
is called the event�s WHEN condition� Since a primitive
event is a type of conditioned event �i�e�� a conditioned
event with vacuously true when conditions�� the term
conditioned event will henceforth refer to both primi�
tive and conditioned events�

The state of the monitored environment is de�ned by
the current values of the conditions� The state space is
the set of possible combinations of conditions� values�
Because the behavior of the system�under�development
is rarely aected by the values of all the conditions at
once� the state space is partitioned into sets of states�
called modes of operation or simply modes� A mode
class de�nes a set of modes that partition the monitored
environment�s state space� A subset of these modes are
designated possible initial modes� the initial state of the
environment uniquely determines which of these is the
initial mode when the system starts to execute� Transi�
tions between pairs of modes �called mode transitions�
are activated by conditioned events� If a conditioned
event can trigger two or more transitions from the same
mode� then the mode class is non�deterministic�

Figure � is an SCR requirements speci�cation of
a simple thermostat� The top of the mode tran�
sition table is labeled with conditions that aect
the thermostat�s behavior� SwitchIsOn� TooCold�
TooHot ��SetTemp � ��C� � RealTemp�� and TempOk
��SetTemp � ��C� � RealTemp � �SetTemp � ��C���
System behavior is expressed as four modes of opera�
tion� Off� Inactive �the thermostat is regulating the
room�s air temperature� but the temperature does not
need adjusting��Heat �the thermostat is trying to heat
the air�� and AC �the thermostat is trying to cool the
air�� Below the mode transition table is the speci�ca�
tion of the system�s initial mode� whose value may de�
pend on the values of environmental conditions when
the system is started�

The speci�cation of a mode class�s transition relation
has a tabular format� Each row in the table speci�es a
conditioned event that activates a transition from the
mode on the left to the mode on the right� A table
entry of ��T� �or ��F�� under column C� represents
a triggering event �T�C�� �or �F�C���� a table entry
of �t� �or �f�� represents awhen conditionWHEN�C��
�or WHEN��C���� If the value of a condition C� does
not aect the occurrence of a conditioned event� then
the table entry is marked with a hyphen ������ For
example� the �rst row in Figure � speci�es a transition
from mode Off to mode Heat due to the occurrence
of conditioned event

�T�SwitchIsOn� WHEN�TooCold�

� C� is true throughout interval 	t��� t��


This paper uses the �rst de�nition for all conditioned event
occurrences�
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Figure �� SCR behavioral speci�cation of simple thermostat�

If during time interval �t� �� t� the system is in mode
Off� the switch is in the O position and the temper�
ature is too cold� and if at time t the switch is moved
to the On position while the temperature remains too
cold� then the system is in mode Heat at time t�

An SCR behavioral requirements document contains
the speci�cation of one or more mode classes� At all
times� the system is in exactly one mode of each mode
class� Each mode class speci�es one aspect of the sys�
tem�s behavior� and the system�s global behavior is de�
�ned to be the composition of the speci�cation�s mode
classes� The resultant composite is called the reacha�
bility graph of the original speci�cation�

��� Environmental Assumptions

An SCR requirements document also speci�es any
assumptions of the behavior of the environment� Simi�
lar to the NAT relation in Parnas�s 
�variable model of
system requirements ����� an assumption speci�es con�
straints on the values of conditions� imposed by laws
of nature or by other mode classes in the system� As
such� assumptions are invariant constraints that hold
in all states of the speci�cation�s reachability graph�

The syntax and semantics of assumption speci�ca�
tions are described in ���� for the purposes of this pa�

per� symbol �j� denotes an exclusive�or operator� ���
denotes an ordering on conditions related by exclusive�
or�� and �� �� denotes implication� The assump�
tion speci�ed in Figure � states that exactly one of
fTooCold� TempOk� TooHotg is true at all times� and
that the temperature cannot rise �or fall� instanta�
neously from TooCold to TooHot �or vice versa��

��� System Goals

Finally� an SCR requirements speci�cation often in�
cludes a set of goals that the system is required to meet�
These goals are not additional constraints on the re�
quired behavior� it is expected that the SCR tabular
speci�cation enforces these goals� Speci�ed goals are
redundant information that are included in the speci��
cation because the reader might not deduce these prop�
erties from the tabular speci�cations� Most of the goals
speci�ed in the thermostat example are mode invari�
ants�

If the system is in mode Off� then condition
SwitchIsOn is false�

�Assumptions relating conditions by �j� and ��� both specify
enumerations� The di�erence is that conditions related by ��� are
constrained as to when they can become true� the ith condition
in a ��� enumeration can become true only if either the i � �st
or the i� �st condition �if it exists is becoming false�



Other goals express global behavioral requirements on
the occurrence of an event�

Event �T�SwitchIsOn� cannot occur within mode
Off�

� Logic�model Semantics of SCR

This section presents a logic�model representation
of SCR behavioral requirements that precisely mod�
els the operational semantics described above� Such
a logic�model semantics can facilitate the development
of mathematically sound and complete techniques for
analyzing and verifying SCR requirements�

��� SCR logic model

System modes and environmental conditions can be
represented by propositional variables� A propositional
variable representing a condition is true if and only if
the condition is true� Similarly� a propositional variable
representing a mode is true if and only if the mode is
the current mode of its mode class� An interpretation
maps propositional variables to truth values� Because
the values of conditions and current modes vary over
time� the logic model consists of a set of interpretations
and a transition relation among the interpretations�
Formally� a logic model of an SCR mode class is a

tuple hS� S�� V� I� Ri� where

� S is a �nite set of states� where each state s � S

represents a distinct interpretation�

� S� � S is the set of possible initial states

� V is a �nite set of propositional variables repre�
senting the speci�cation�s modes and environmen�
tal conditions�

� I � S � �V is the interpretation function that
assigns truth values to propositional variables in
each state�

� R � �S � S� is a binary transition relation on S�

We express the logic model of an SCR requirements
speci�cation as a set of temporal logic formulae� We
will use symbols 	� 
� �� and � to represent logic
connectives �not�� �and�� �or�� and �implies� respectively�
Because we will need to refer to the values of modes
and conditions in pairs of consecutive states� we let n
be an unary modal�logic nextstate operator� n�C�� is
true in the current state if and only if variable C� is
true in the next state�

SCR behavioral requirements

An SCR requirements speci�cation de�nes a set of
initial modes and a mode transition relation� Since a
mode is an abstraction of a set of states� the set of
initial modes represents a set of initial states and the
mode transition relation maps a set of states to a set
of successor states�

SCR behavioral requirements can be encoded as the
conjunction of several temporal logic formulae� The
set of initial states S� is represented by a formula� over
conditions and modes� that is true with respect to the
interpretations of states belonging to S�� Consider the
SCR requirements speci�cation presented in Figure ��
The initial mode of the system depends on the initial
values of the environmental conditions� The following
formula speci�es the logic formula that holds in the
initial state S��

S� � ��	SwitchIsOn � O� 

��SwitchIsOn 
 TempOk� � Inactive� 

��SwitchIsOn 
 TooCold� � Heat� 

��SwitchIsOn 
 TooHot� � AC��

The transition relation R is expressed as a set of for�
mulae must true with respect to the interpretations of
states belonging to the transitions� source and desti�
nation modes� Each row in the mode transition table
is expressed as a logic implication whose antecedent
is the current mode and conditioned event� and whose
consequent is the speci�ed next mode� The conditioned
event is modeled as a conjunction of conditions in the
current and next states� the event�s triggering condi�
tions are unsatis�ed in the current state� the trigger�
ing conditions are satis�ed in the next state� and the
event�s when conditions are satis�ed in both states�
For example� the �rst row in the mode transition table
is represented by the following formula�

�O 
 	SwitchIsOn 
 TooCold 
 n�SwitchIsOn�

 n�TooCold�� � n�Heat�

An SCR mode transition table also states� implicitly�
that if an occurring conditioned event does not trigger
any of the transitions leaving the current mode� then
the current mode remains the same� To capture this
latter behavior� we add a formula to R for each mode�
which speci�es that if the mode is true in the current
state and if none of the transitions leaving the mode
is activated� then the system remains in the current
mode� The following formula describes the conditions
under which the thermostat remains in mode Heat�

�Heat 
 	�SwitchIsOn 
 n�	SwitchIsOn�� 

	�SwitchIsOn 
 	TempOk 
 n�SwitchIsOn�

 n�TempOk��� � n�Heat�

The transition relationR is the conjunction of the mode
transitions� formulae� If an SCR speci�cation consists
of several mode classes� then the speci�cation�s tran�
sition relation is the conjunction of the mode classes�
transition relations�

The disjunction of the antecedents of all the implica�
tions encoding a mode transition relation forms a tau�
tology� Thus� the transition relation of each mode class
is total� Figure � shows part of the logic model for
the SCR requirements of the thermostat speci�ed in
Figure ��



S� � ���SwitchIsOn� O��wedge ��SwitchIsOn � TempOk�� Inactive��
��SwitchIsOn � TooCold�� Heat� � ��SwitchIsOn � TooHot�� AC��

V

� ��O� � �SwitchIsOn � TooCold � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooCold�� � n�Heat�� �
��O� � �SwitchIsOn � �TooCold � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooCold�� � n�Heat�� �
��O� � �SwitchIsOn � TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk�� � n�Inactive�� �
��O� � �SwitchIsOn � �TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk�� � n�Inactive�� �
��O� � �SwitchIsOn � TooHot � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooHot�� � n�AC�� �
��O� � �SwitchIsOn � �TooHot � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooHot�� � n�AC�� �
��O� � ���SwitchIsOn � TooCold � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooCold���

���SwitchIsOn � �TooCold � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooCold���
���SwitchIsOn � TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk���
���SwitchIsOn � �TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk���
���SwitchIsOn � TooHot � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooHot���
���SwitchIsOn � �TooHot � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TooHot��� � n�O��� �

��Heat � SwitchIsOn � n��SwitchIsOn�� � n�O��� �
��Heat � SwitchIsOn � �TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk�� � n�Inactive�� �
��Heat � ��SwitchIsOn � n��SwitchIsOn���

��SwitchIsOn � �TempOk � n�SwitchIsOn� � n�TempOk��� � n�Heat�� �

� � � �

Figure �� SCR logic model of thermostat�

Environmental Assumptions

The formula in Figure � represents the unconstrained
transition relation of the thermostat speci�cation� This
transition relation allows all possible assignments of
truth values to the system�s conditions and modes� For
example� there are no constraints on the number of
modes that can be true in any logic�model state� Fur�
thermore� the SCR speci�cation�s environmental as�
sumptions are not represented in the logic model�
Environmental assumptions can be represented as

logic formulae�
V

�O� �Heat � Inactive �AC�V
�O� � ��Heat � �Inactive � �AC��V
�Heat� ��O� � �Inactive � �AC��V
�Inactive � ��O� � �Heat � �AC��V
�AC� ��O� � �Heat � �Inactive��V
�TooCold �TempOk � TooHot�V
�TooCold � ��TempOk � �TooHot��V
���TooCold � n�TooCold���

�TempOk � n��TempOk���V

� � �

Because the environmental assumptions hold invari�
antly and constrain the speci�cation�s transition rela�
tion� each of the assumptions� representative formulae
is conjoined with the formula representing the mode
transition table�

��� Operational vs� logic�model semantics

A logic�model representation of an SCR requirements
speci�cation deviates from its operational semantics in
two respects� First� SCR operational semantics for�
bids the simultaneous occurrence of two or more primi�

tive events� because its operational model assumes that
the implemented system will react to events one at a
time� regardless of when the events occur� Tradition�
ally� implementations of reactive systems queue prim�
itive events as their occurrences are detected� when a
primitive event reaches the head of the queue� the sys�
tem checks the values of other conditions to determine
if a signi�cant conditioned event �e�g�� one that might
activate a mode transition� has occurred ����

An unconditional restriction on the occurrence of si�
multaneous events may violate environmental assump�
tions� For example in the thermostat example� it is
assumed that �always� exactly one of the conditions
TooCold� TempOk� and TooHot is true� and that the
temperature cannot rise �or fall� instantaneously from
TooCold to TooHot �or vice versa�� From this assump�
tion� one should be able to infer that the occurrence
of event �T�TooCold� implies the simultaneous occur�
rence of �F�TempOk�� If the above inference is invalid
due to constraints on simultaneous events� then one
would not be able to infer from the veri�ed goal

If the system is in mode Heat� then TooCold is true�

that the following goal is also true

If the system is in mode Heat� then TempOk is false�

Rather than incorporating a restriction on simulta�
neous events into the semantics of an SCR logic model�
we express the restriction as an environmental assump�
tion of the speci�cation� This arrangement allows one
to specify and analyze a system that does not assume
events will be reported sequentially �such as the ther�
mostat example�� In addition� it allows the speci�ca�
tion of tailored restrictions that model both the sequen�



tial occurrence of independent events and the simulta�
neous occurrence of related events�
The second dierence between operational and logic�

model semantics of SCR speci�cations pertains to the
value of when conditions at the time of a conditioned
event� In an SCR logic�model� when conditions must
be satis�ed both immediately before and during the
occurrence of a conditioned event� According to the
latest operational semantics of SCR� a when condition
must be satis�ed immediately before the occurrence of
a conditioned event� but its value at the time of the
event is unknown ���� ��� Given the above restriction on
the occurrence of simultaneous events� one can to infer
the value of most when conditions� when conditions
that are unrelated to the triggering event have the same
value during the event as they had immediately before
the event� However� when conditions that are related
to the triggering event may or may not be changing
value along with the triggering event�
We chose to model the older conditioned�event se�

mantics ��� because it is easier to write a correct SCR
speci�cation given these semantics� If one wants to
write a speci�cation that guarantees a particular for�
mula f is always true in a particular modeMode� one
needs to specify that f is always true upon entry into
Mode and that the system always exits modeMode if
f becomes false� Such a speci�cation is di�cult �if not
impossible� to write if one cannot infer from a when
condition WHEN�f � on a transition into the mode that
f is true when the mode is entered�

� Model Checking

In the previous section� we showed how an SCR behav�
ioral speci�cation and its environmental assumptions
can be represented as a logic model� where the logic
model is expressed as a temporal logic formula� If the
goals of an SCR�speci�ed system can be expressed as
logic formulae� then a model checker can automatically
verify that the intended goals are modeled by the SCR
speci�cation�

�si � S� �

si� Assumptions � SCR requirements j� Goals

That is� the goals are evaluated with respect to a state�s
interpretation� environmental assumptions� and behav�
ioral requirements� and the model checker veri�es that
the goals are true at every initial state�

��� Previously proposed techniques

A number of researchers have suggested that SCR re�
quirements speci�cations be translated into a notation
for purely event�driven systems �e�g�� a process alge�
bra� and that this alternate representation be veri�ed
using a model checker for event�driven speci�cations� If

a conditioned�event�driven speci�cation is transformed
into an event�driven speci�cation� then a unique event
name must be created for each distinct conditioned
event in the original speci�cation� In such a transfor�
mation� relationships between conditioned events are
lost� Consider the following set of mode transitions� in
which triggering event �T�C�� occurs under dierent
conditions�

@T(C1) WHEN[C2]

@T(C1) WHEN[~C2 & C3]
@T(C1) WHEN[~C2 & ~C3]

Mode A

Mode B

Mode C

Mode D

The result of transforming the above conditioned�
event�driven speci�cation into an event�driven speci��
cation appears below�

2e

e3

1e

Mode A

Mode B

Mode C

Mode D

A side eect of renaming each conditioned�event is that
the components of the original conditioned�events are
no longer represented in the speci�cation� As a result�
one cannot verify invariant properties that refer to the
events� individual components� In the original speci�
�cation� the occurrence of event �T�C�� in ModeA

causes the system to leave ModeA� this property can�
not be veri�ed in the transformed speci�cation�
As an alternative ��� ��� it has been proposed that

SCR requirements speci�cations be translated into a
Moore machine representation ���� and that this alter�
nate representation be veri�ed using the MCB model
checker �
�� States are annotated with a set of cur�
rent modes �one for each mode class�� and state transi�
tions are annotated by the conditions that enable mode
transitions� MCB evaluates formulae with respect to
the annotations of a state and one of the state�s exit�
ing transitions� For a formula to be invariantly true�
it must be true with respect to the annotations of all
the machine�s �state� transition� pairs� The problem
with this approach is that such a representation models
an SCR speci�cation�s mode�space� whereas the model
checker was developed to analyze a speci�cation�s state�
space�
Consider the following set of mode transitions�

Mode D

@T(C1)

@T(C2) 
@T(C3) WHEN[C2]

Mode CMode A

Mode B

@F(C1)

@F(C2) 

An invariant property of the speci�cation is
� If the system is in mode ModeA� then either C�
or C� is false�

MCB would evaluate this formula with respect to the
above speci�cation as not invariantly true� Mode



ModeA paired with the mode transition fromModeA

to ModeD does not enforce this property� since C�
and C� can be true and still satisfy the mode transi�
tion�s conditioned event� However� an exploration of
the speci�cation�s state space would show that a state
in which mode ModeA and conditions C� and C� are
all true is not reachable� one of C� or C� is always false
upon entry into modeModeA� and the event of either
condition becoming true activates a transition leaving
ModeA�
The above technique attempts to compensate for the

lack of state�space information by modeling the condi�
tions under which a system remains in a mode� The
invariant of each mode is calculated and added to all
transitions exiting the mode� In addition� a self�looping
transition is created for each mode and is annotated
with the mode�s calculated invariant� Thus� an evalua�
tion of a mode invariant would �nd that all transitions
leaving the mode�s state are annotated with the calcu�
lated invariant� and evaluation would determine that
the speci�cation satis�es the invariant� However� this
technique is only capable of deriving mode invariants
that are conjunctions of environmental conditions and
negated environmental conditions� it cannot derive ar�
bitrary mode invariants�

��� Model checking using SMV

The Symbolic Model Veri�er �SMV� ��� ��� accepts
as input a system�s behavioral speci�cation and a set of
logic formulae� and determines whether or not the logic
formulae hold in the speci�cation� An SMV behavioral
speci�cation consists of the speci�cation�s initial state
and its transition relation �see Figure ��� The represen�
tation of an SMV behavioral speci�cation is equivalent
to an SCR logic model� Thus� SMV analysis of an SCR
logic model is both sound and complete�

SMV representation of an SCR logic model

An SCR requirements speci�cation� including envi�
ronmental assumptions and goals to be veri�ed� is au�
tomatically translated into an SMV speci�cation�
The variables representing the speci�cation�s modes

and conditions are de�ned in the VAR section� A
boolean variable is declared for each condition� and an
enumeration variable is declared for each mode class��
The values of a mode class variable are the names of the
class�s modes� Variable pSwitchIsOn will be discussed
below�
The SCR logic model is de�ned in the ASSIGN sec�

tion� The system�s initial conditions are declared using
init�� statements� The logic model�s mode transition
relations are translated into next�� statements that as�
sign the next values of the mode class variables� Be�

�Conditions that are assumed to be related by exclusive�or
are also represented by an enumeration variable�

cause the next value of a mode class variable depends
on the current and next values of other variables� this
assignment is speci�ed using a case expression� Each
branch in a case expression consists of a boolean expres�
sion and a value� separated by a colon� If a branch�s
expression is true� then the assigned variable has the
associated value in the next state� A �nal branch with
boolean expression � is equivalent to an else clause�
such a boolean expression is evaluated true if none of
the above branches� expressions is satis�ed�
Each row in an SCR mode transition table is trans�

lated into a branch in the case expression of the mode
class variable�s next�� statement� The branch�s boolean
expression speci�es the current mode and the occur�
rence of a conditioned event� and the next value speci�
�es the mode in the next state� The else clause at the
end of the case expression represents the case where a
conditioned event occurs but does not activate a mode
transition�

next�� and case statements are also used to express
environmental assumptions� Assignments to environ�
mental variables �that specify a set of allowable next
values� rather than assigning the next value of the vari�
able� enumerate the possible sequences of variable val�
ues� These assignments constrain the SCR mode tran�
sition relations� In the thermostat example� next�� and
case statements are used to restrict the possible next
value of variable Enum�� which models the assumption
that the environment cannot change instantaneously
from being TooCold to TooHot �or vice versa��

SMV representation of system goals

The SPEC section lists the formulae to be model
checked against the SMV behavioral speci�cation� the
SPEC formulae are expressed in the Computational
Tree Logic �CTL� branching�time temporal logic ����
Branching�time temporal formulae are evaluated with
respect to a particular state in the logic model based
on the set of paths emanating from the state� Because
the future path of the system�s execution is unknown�
temporal operators are quanti�ed over the set of possi�
ble futures �e�g�� a property p is true in some next state
or in all next states��
The syntax and semantics for CTL formulas are de�

�ned in ��� and are simply summarized below�

�� Every propositional variable is a CTL formula�

�� If f and g are CTL formulae� then so are� �f � f g�
f j g� f � g� AXf � EXf � A�fUg�� E�fUg�� AFf �
EFf � AGf � EGf �

The symbols � �not��  �and�� j �or�� and � �implies�
are logical connectives and have their usual meanings�
The temporal logic formulae are evaluated with respect
to the current state in the logic model� For example X
is the nextstate operator� and formula EX� �AX�� is



MODULE main
VAR
Thermostat � fO�� Inactive� Heat� ACg�
Enum� � fTooCold� TempOk� TooHotg�
SwitchIsOn � boolean�
pSwitchIsOn � boolean�

ASSIGN
init�Thermostat� �� O��
init�SwitchIsOn� �� ��

next�Thermostat� �� case
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 Enum��TempOk 	 next�Enum��TempOk� � Inactive�
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 
Enum��TempOk 	 next�Enum��TempOk� � Inactive�
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 Enum��TooCold 	 next�Enum��TooCold� � Heat�
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 
Enum��TooCold 	 next�Enum��TooCold� � Heat�
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 Enum��TooHot 	 next�Enum��TooHot� � AC�
Thermostat � O� 	 
SwitchIsOn 	 next�SwitchIsOn� 	 
Enum��TooHot 	 next�Enum��TooHot� � AC�
Thermostat � Inactive 	 SwitchIsOn 	 next�
SwitchIsOn� � O��
Thermostat � Inactive 	 
Enum��TooCold 	 next�Enum��TooCold� � Heat�
Thermostat � Inactive 	 
Enum��TooHot 	 next�Enum��TooHot� � AC�
Thermostat � Heat 	 SwitchIsOn 	 next�
SwitchIsOn� � O��
Thermostat � Heat 	 
Enum��TempOk 	 next�Enum��TempOk� � Inactive�
Thermostat � AC 	 SwitchIsOn 	 next�
SwitchIsOn� � O��
Thermostat � AC 	 
Enum��TempOk 	 next�Enum��TempOk� � Inactive�
� � Thermostat�

esac�

init�pSwitchIsOn� �� �� next�pSwitchIsOn� �� SwitchIsOn�

next�Enum�� �� case
Enum��TooCold � fTooCold� TempOkg�
Enum��TooHot � fTooHot� TempOkg�
Enum��TempOk � fTooCold� TempOk� TooHotg�

esac�

SPEC
AG��Thermostat�O����
SwitchIsOn�
AG��Thermostat�Inactive� �� �SwitchIsOn 	 Enum��TempOk��
AG��Thermostat� Heat� �� �SwitchIsOn 	 Enum��TooCold��
AG��Thermostat� AC� �� �SwitchIsOn 	 Enum��TooHot��
AG��Thermostat�O�� �� �
SwitchIsOn j pSwitchIsOn��
AG��
pSwitchIsOn 	 SwitchIsOn� �� 
�Thermostat�O���

Figure �� SMV speci�cation of thermostat�

true in state si if formula � is true in some �in every�
successor state of si� U is the until operator� and for�
mula E�� U �� �A�� U ��� is true in state si if along
some �every� path emanating from si there exists a fu�
ture state sj at which � holds and � is true until state sj
is reached� F is the future operator� and EF� �AF�� is
true in state si if along some �every� path from si there
exists a future state in which � holds� Finally� G is the
global operator� and EG� �AG�� is true in state si if �
holds in every state along some �every� path emanating
from si�

The following are some of the thermostat system�s
goals� expressed as CTL formulae�

AG�Off � �SwitchIsOn�
AG�Heat� �SwitchIsOn 
 TooCold��
AG�Inactive � �SwitchIsOn 
 TempOk��
AG�AC � �SwitchIsOn 
 TooHot��

All of the above formulae state properties that hold in�
variantly when the system is in a particular mode� For
example� if the system is in mode Heat it is invari�
antly true that the SwitchIsOn and the temperature is
TooCold�

The following goal of the thermostat example is more
di�cult to express as a CTL formula because it refers

to the occurrence of a conditioned event�

Event �T�SwitchIsOn� cannot occur within mode
Off�

Since conditioned events are represented by consecutive
logic�model states� a CTL formula referring to the oc�
currence of a conditioned event must refer to the values
of the event�s conditions in two states�

AG��SwitchIsOn� �EX�SwitchIsOn 
 Off��

If SwitchIsOn is false� there is no next state in which
SwitchIsOn is becoming true and mode O is true�

To ease the phrasing of CTL formulae that refer
to the occurrence of conditioned events� we propose
unary logic connectives �T� �F and WHEN to express
propositional formulae that are becoming true� becom�
ing false� and maintaining a particular value� respec�
tively� Presumably� we would simulate the new �T�
�F� and WHEN connectives using their de�nitions�
evaluation of their operands in the current and next
states� SMV� however� can only check formulae with
respect to the current values of variables� Thus� we
simulate the �T� �F and WHEN connectives by evalu�
ating their operands in the previous and current states�
additional SMV variables are declared that record the



previous values of the connectives� operands� Let v be
an arbitrary SMV variable representing a SCR mode
or an environmental condition� and let f be an arbi�
trary propositional formula �i�e�� a CTL formula with
no modal operators�� The proposed connectives have
the following de�nitions�

�T�v� i ��pv� 
 v
�F�v� i pv 
 ��v�
WHEN�v� i pv 
 v

�T�f� i ��pf� 
 f
�F�f� i pf 
 ��f�
WHEN�f� i pf 
 f

where pv represents the SMV variable that records the
previous value of variable v� and pf is the result of
substituting pvn for each occurrence of vn in f � for
every n� The above invariant is more simply expressed
when formulated using the new connectives�

AG���T �SwitchIsOn� � �Off��

The automated translation from SCR to SMV copies
CTL goals expressed in the SCR speci�cation to the
SPEC section of the SMV speci�cation� If the CTL
goals use any of the proposed SCR connectives� then
the translation declares an additional variable pv for
each mode or condition variable v that appears as an
operand in one of the proposed connectives� For exam�
ple to check the above invariant� a variable pSwitchI�
sOn is declared in the thermostat speci�cation whose
value is de�ned to be the value of SwitchIsOn in the
previous state� the next�� value of pSwitchIsOn is set
to the current value of SwitchIsOn� In addition� the
translation replaces all occurrences of SCR connectives
with their de�nitions� propositional formulae over cur�
rent and previous�value variables�

Symbolic model checking

Model checkers based on reachability analysis ex�
haustively test each explicit state in the speci�cation�s
state space to determine if a goal is modeled by the
speci�cation� In symbolic model checking� explicit logic
model states are not tested� Rather� the model checker
builds a formula that is true in a state if and only if
that state satis�es the goal�
If a goal is a propositional formula� then the formula

representing the set of states satisfying that goal is the
goal itself� Propositional formula � represents the set
of all states whose interpretations evaluate � to be true�
Similarly� propositional formula � 
 � represents the
set of all states whose interpretations evaluate both �
and � to be true�
If a goal states a property about the next state� then

the model checker uses the logic model�s transition re�
lation to build the appropriate formula� For exam�
ple� if formula EX� represents the set of states that
the transition relation R maps into �� then formula

R����� �where R�� is the inverse relation of R� repre�
sents the set of states in which goal EX� holds� For�
mula ��R������� represents the set of states in which
goal AX� holds�
All of the other CTL modal operations can be de�

�ned as �xed points of the EX and AX operators� For
example�

EF �f� � minY��f �EX�Y ��

is a �xed point de�nition of EF � Y� is false �the
empty set of states�� Y� is the set of states satisfying
f �i�e�� the set ot states that can reach a state satisfy�
ing f via � applications of the transition relation�� Y�
is the set of states f � EX�f� �i�e�� the set of states
that can reach a state satisfying f via � or � applica�
tions of the transition relation�� Y� is the set of states
f � EX�f� � EX�EX�f�� �i�e�� the set of states that
can reach a state satisfying f via �� �� or � applications
of the transition relation�� etc� The computation ter�
minates when the least �xed point is reached� that is
after n iterations� where n is the smallest integer such
that Yn�� � Yn�
AG has a greatest �xed point de�nition�

AG�f� � maxY��f 
 AX�Y ��

Y� is true �the set of all states�� Y� is the set of states
satisfying f �i�e�� the set of states for which f is true
after � applications of the transition relation�� Y� is
the set of states satisfying f 
 AX�f� �i�e�� the set of
states for which f is true after � and � applications of
the transition relation�� Y� is the set of states satisfying
f 
 AX�f� 
 AX�AX�f�� �i�e�� the set of states for
which f is true after �� �� and � applications of the
transition relation�� etc� The computation terminates
when the greatest �xed point is reached� that is after
n iterations� where n is the smallest integer such that
Yn�� � Yn�
All of the formulae in the SPEC section of the ther�

mostat speci�cation have been veri�ed to be true with
respect to the system�s behavioral speci�cation�

� Case Study

We used the SMV model checker to analyze the soft�
ware requirements for an automobile cruise control sys�
tem� This speci�cation had been analyzed previously
using a state�based model checker ��� ��� but that tech�
nique failed to verify one of the properties of the speci�
�cation� In this case study� the property is successfully
veri�ed�
The SCR speci�cation for the automobile cruise con�

trol system was originally presented in ���� and made
deterministic in ���� Figure 
 contains the deterministic
version of the speci�cation� The system�s conditions in�
dicate whether the ignition is on� the engine is running�
the automobile is traveling too fast to be controlled� the
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MODECLASS  CruiseControl:
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Figure 
� SCR behavioral speci�cation of the cruise control system�

brake pedal is being pressed� and whether the cruise
control lever is set at Activate� Deactivate� or Resume�
The modes of the cruise control are� Off� Inactive
�ignition is on� but cruise control is not�� Cruise� and
Override �cruise control is on but is not controlling
the vehicle�s speed�� The system starts in mode Off�
The set of environmental assumptions at the bottom

of the speci�cation describes constraints on the values
of the conditions� The �rst assumption states that the
ignitionmust be on if the engine is running� The second
assumption states that exactly one of the conditions
representing the cruise control lever position �Activate�
Deactivate� or Resume� is true at any time�
The SCR requirements speci�cation for the cruise

control includes a set of goals that the SCR tabular
speci�cation is expected to enforce�� For example� if
the system is in mode Off� then the automobile�s ig�
nition must be o� The system invariant for mode In�
active is more complex� if the system is in mode In�
active� then the ignition is on� and either the engine
is not running or cruise control has not been activated�
As stated above� these formulae were analyzed with

�The third system invariant is actually �Inactive� Ignited �
���Running� ��StartIncr� StartIncr is true when the driver
has held the cruise control lever in the Activate position for a
period of time� and therefore StartIncr� Activate�

respect to the SCR speci�cation presented in Figure 

using a state�based model checker� This technique
transformed the SCR conditioned�event�driven spec�
i�cation into a state�based representation� and then
model checked this alternate representation using the
MCB model checker �
� ��� The analysis detected sev�
eral discrepancies between the formulae and the tab�
ular speci�cation� Most of these discrepancies could
be resolved by strengthening the conditioned events of
some of the mode transitions in the tabular speci�ca�
tion� property �Ignited needed to be added to the sys�
tem�s initial conditions� and when condition �Toofast
needed to be added to all mode transitions intoCruise�

However� the mode invariant for mode Inactive
could not be veri�ed� It was argued that the intended
invariant was Ignited and either the engine is not run�
ning� the brake is on� the car is traveling too fast� or
the cruise control lever was activated but not at a time
when the other cruise control conditions held� These
properties were expressed as the following CTL formula

AG ��Inactive� �Activate � Ignited � Running

� �Toofast� �Brake��

�EX�Inactive � Activate � Ignited � Running

� �Toofast� �Brake��

which states that if the system is in mode Inactive�



MODULE main
VAR
CruiseControl � fO�� Inactive� Cruise�Overrideg�
Enum� � fActivate� Deactivate� Resumeg�
Ignited� EngRunning� Toofast� Brake � boolean�
pEnum� � fActivate� Deactivate� Resumeg�
pIgnited� pEngRunning� pToofast� pBrake � boolean�

ASSIGN
init�CruiseControl� �� O��
init�Ignited� �� ��
init�EngRunning� �� ��

next�CruiseControl� �� case
CruiseControl�O� 	 
Ignited 	 next�Ignited� � Inactive�
CruiseControl�Inactive 	 Ignited 	 next�
Ignited� � O��
CruiseControl�Inactive 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 
�Enum��Activate� 	 next�Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	

Brake 	 �Enum��Activate�� � Cruise�

CruiseControl�Cruise 	 Ignited 	 next�
Ignited� � O��
CruiseControl�Cruise 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 next�Ignited 	 
EngRunning� � Inactive�
CruiseControl�Cruise 	 Ignited 	 
Toofast 	 next�Ignited 	 Toofast� � Inactive�
CruiseControl�Cruise 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 next�Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 Brake�� Override�
CruiseControl�Cruise 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
�Enum��Deactivate� 	
next�Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 �Enum��Deactivate�� � Override�

CruiseControl�Override 	 Ignited 	 next�
Ignited� � O��
CruiseControl�Override 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 next�Ignited 	 
EngRunning� � Inactive�
CruiseControl�Override 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 
�Enum��Activate� 	
next�Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 �Enum��Activate�� � Cruise�

CruiseControl�Override 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 
�Enum��Resume� 	
next�Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 �Enum��Resume�� � Cruise�

� � CruiseControl�
esac�

init�pEnum�� �� Deactivate� next�pEnum�� �� Enum��
init�pIgnited� �� �� next�pIgnited� �� Ignited�
init�pEngRunning� �� �� next�pEngRunning� �� EngRunning�
init�pToofast� �� �� next�pToofast� �� Toofast�
init�pBrake� �� �� next�pBrake� �� Brake�

next�Ignited� �� case
next�EngRunning� � ��
� � f���g�

esac�

SPEC
AG��CruiseControl�O�� �� 
Ignited�
AG�
�CruiseControl�O�� �� Ignited�
AG��CruiseControl�Inactive� �� Ignited�
AG��CruiseControl�Cruise� �� �Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 
�Enum��Deactivate���
AG��CruiseControl�Override� �� �Ignited 	 EngRunning��
AG��CruiseControl�Inactive 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 
�Enum��Activate�� ��


EX�CruiseControl�Inactive 	 Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 �Enum��Activate���
AG��CruiseControl�Inactive� �� �Ignited 	 
�pIgnited 	 pEngRunning 	 
pToofast 	 
pBrake 	 
�pEnum��Activate� 	

Ignited 	 EngRunning 	 
Toofast 	 
Brake 	 �Enum��Activate����

Figure �� SMV speci�cation of automobile cruise control system�

and the cruise controlwhen conditions are satis�ed but
the cruise control lever is not set to Activate� then the
system cannot transition to a state in which the sys�
tem is still in mode Inactive with the cruise control
lever now set to Activate and the other cruise control
conditions still satis�ed� If these properties were true
in the next state� then the transition from Inactive

to Cruise would have been triggered and the system
would actually be in mode Cruise� SCR event oper�
ators can be used to express this property more suc�
cinctly�

AG�Inactive� �Ignited� ���T �Activate� WHEN

	Ignited � Running � �Toofast� �Brake
���

If the system is Inactive� then the ignition is on and
the conditioned event that activates the transition into
modeCruise has not occurred since the system entered
mode Inactive�

The SMV input for the corrected SCR behavioral
speci�cation and the corrected formulation of system
goals are shown in Figure �� All of the formulae de�
clared in the SPEC section were successfully veri�ed
with respect to the speci�cation�s logic model� includ�
ing the two formulae expressing the complex mode in�
variant for Inactive�

� Conclusion

We have presented a logic�model semantics for SCR
behavioral requirements speci�cations and have pro�
posed new CTL modal logic operators for expressing
formulae over modes� conditions� and events� It has
been shown that CTL formulae can be veri�ed with
respect to an SCR logic model by translating an SCR
speci�cation into SMV input and using the SMV sym�



bolic model checker� Using this technique� we have
been able to express and verify formulae about SCR
events and when conditions� In particular� we have
been able to verify an invariant property of an exist�
ing SCR speci�cation that had not been automatically
veri�ed before�
While the analysis technique presented in this pa�

per is sound and complete� the problem of symboli�
cally model checking CTL formulae is in PSPACE �����
Whether or not SMV model checking is more e�cient
than an exhaustive search of the system state space
depends on the regularity of the speci�cation� Addi�
tional empirical studies need to be done to determine
whether the sparseness of SCR mode transition tables�

quali�es as a form of regularity� We have just started a
study to determine the feasibility of symbolicallymodel
checking larger SCR speci�cations�
The analysis technique presented in this paper

could be adapted to other notations for specifying
conditioned�event�driven software requirements� Con�
sider the SCR� Statecharts and RSML requirements no�
tations� These notations dier as to whether or not en�
abling conditions should be true before the occurrence
of a conditioned event� According to SCR logic�model
semantics� a conditioned event�s enabling conditions
�i�e�� its when conditions� must hold immediately be�
fore and during the occurrence of a conditioned event�
In Statecharts and RSML� the enabling conditions need
only hold at the time of the event�s occurrence� Thus
the logic model of a boolean Statecharts or RSML spec�
i�cation would be simpler than an SCR logic model�
The speci�cation�s transition relation would only re�
fer to the previous values of the triggering events and
the current values of the triggering events and the en�
abling conditions� the previous values of the enabling
conditions would be irrelevant� Likewise� a logic simi�
lar to the extended CTL logic presented here could be
developed for expressing formulae that refer to State�
charts and�or RSML conditioned events� However� the
SMV symbolic model checker can only analyze non�
hierarchical speci�cations with boolean and enumera�
tion variables� Thus� to apply this analysis technique
to a Statecharts or an RSML speci�cation� the spec�
i�cation must either be restricted to a subset of the
notations� features or the speci�cation would have to
be preprocessed to produce a �nite� !at representation
for analysis�

�Most mode transitions depend on only a small subset of the
system�s conditions�
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